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SEASONS
SWIMWEAR
BY ALY PAYNE

enture outside on a breezy
afternoon, close your eyes,
and really focus your mind for a
moment. Can you catch the sweet
smell of the ocean’s damp, salty
aroma? Can you feel the shoreline
caressing the soles of your feet? With
summer around the corner, the idea of
seaside vacations is practically tangible,
but here’s the real question - can you
picture the swimsuit you’re going to wear
in paradise?
If your answer is no, don’t panic. With
summer quickly approaching, we’re
determined to make sure North Dallas
residents are well-informed regarding the
latest and greatest swimwear trends. After
all, it’s only appropriate that you make so
much more than the proverbial splash.
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Style
B E F O R E W E J U M P into the nitty-gritty details of
beachside apparel, let’s focus on the top swimsuit
styles of 2017. What are the masses swooning over?
What turns a committed window shopper into a
spontaneous big spender?
The answer is both vintage classic and
modernity, and more often than not, a wellexecuted combination of the two.
When it comes to the men’s category, a great
example of the aforementioned vintage trend
is the short, close-to-body silhouette. Think of
Bond, James Bond. This increasingly popular
mid-thigh length suit exudes a sexy, suave
confidence, and designers are not shying away
from bringing back that unflappable, rich-kid
charm.
But perhaps you’re inclined toward more
coverage, in which case the close-to-body
silhouette can also be found in a board short.
This particular fitted look upholds the vintage
classic air, while weaving in a fresh, modern
length— it’s all a bit European in influence.
Similar to the men’s designers, who have
whet their appetite for what lies in the
past and overseas, the women’s category
is undoubtedly on the same track with
high-waisted bottoms and additional
underwiring in the bust. Yet, it’s the
return of the one-piece that’s truly
making waves in seaside fashion.
For those vacillating, Soma,
located at the Village on the
Parkway, takes this style to
the next level with a detail that
simultaneously functions as
a way to conceal the bust and
stomach area for added self-assurance— a drape neck. It’s
the small things in life, those
little details, that can make
all the difference, and we’re
certainly seeing a plethora
of options for women. “Off
the shoulder silhouettes are
taking direction from sportswear and showing up at
beaches everywhere, as well
as the cold shoulder detail,”
says Bleu Rod Beattie experts,
sold at Macy’s.
So, what do current
women’s looks have that their
recent predecessors lacked? All
signs point to accentuating natural
and exquisite feminine curves, lines
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and detailing. In fact, industry experts at Red
Carter— a high-end brand that can be
found at Neiman Marcus at the Shops
of Willow Bend— state, “One of the
hottest swimwear fashion trends we
are seeing is a return to femininity,”
and it looks like trim may play a big
role in this facet of beachwear.
“ Tr i m s a n d n o v e l t y h e l p
accent all items, whether they
are dip-dyed tassels or intricate
open work. Trims are a must to any
chic collection,” continues Red
Carter experts. Bleu Rod Beattie
experts adds to this statement
claiming, “Clean sculptured frills
are creating volume and drama
for young, fresh shapes, and retro
classic styling with new detailing
looks contemporary and modern.”
I think it’s safe to say the beaches
this year will be filled with a number of
modern-day Gidgets.

Colors
T H E R E ’ S N O D E N Y I N G that style and
cut have a way of coming full circle
in fashion, but what about color
and pattern? According to Bleu
Rod Beattie brand experts, metallics
are reappearing across the board
in solids, color blocking and even
textured knits (lurex). However,
the pattern’s return from previous
years actually feels “sexy, futuristic
and modern in shape,” offers
the brand’s experts. In the same
respect, a rich coral hue, referred
to as Lobster, is making its way
back on the scene and turning
heads on every beach and every
body, along with soft tones such as
greens, petal, and the latest, Lake, a
deep azure blue with hints of Lake
Como.
It absolutely goes without
saying that everyone loves a
comeback, especially when your
closet hoards fashion favorites
now conveniently back in style.
But you can’t complain when an
unexpected trend picks up pace and
finds a spot in your summer wardrobe,
the nude swimsuit being one of them. In
fact, the understated nude color palette
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is boasting enormous success, and
when you try it on for size, we
think you’ll find your place
comfortably seated on the
bandwagon.
Additional shades at
the forefront of fashion are
brights, including sunset
yellow, ruby, poppy and
chartreuse.
And while we could
always use more color
in our lives, patterns
and prints are just as
important and effective;
gentlemen, do not underestimate the significance
in menswear. When paired
with the close-to-body
silhouette (in both short
and board short length) it highlights a sheer boldness and imperturbable certainty, dare we even say
arrogance. It’s preppy; it’s eye-catching; and it’s unbelievably attractive.
In regard to women, patterns
and prints help to hide trouble
spots, provide an audacious flare,
add sensuality or assist in mixing
and matching. Thin stripes give a
slimming effect; geometric patterns
add audacity; and mesh- and lace-inspired crochets have the ability to
bring forth a certain nostalgia or
even a sexy edge. Right now, the most
popular pattern in women’s swimwear is florals.

All the Feels
A T T H E E N D of the day, buyers have to feel content
with their purchase, and we’re not just talking
about mental satisfaction— we’re talking about the
fabric itself. Gone are the days of limited selection.
It’s time to welcome a world of singularity and
multiplicity; it’s time to swim in fabric best suited
to each individual.
For a preppy resort look or a relaxed,
lightweight material, seersucker is a musthave. It goes without saying that this fabric
encompasses all that we love about summer and
the south. Honest to goodness, can anyone argue
about materials once donned by Gregory Peck,
a number of U.S. presidents, or Cary Grant? The
proper response is a resounding no. There’s an
entire day devoted to celebrating this southern
favorite, so feel free to soak it up.
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The return to soft, body-caressing jersey knit
fabrics is another popular choice in 2017, as it
provides ease of motion as well as maximum
support and coverage. When it comes to ladies’
swimwear, Red Carter sees this trend growing
exponentially. “Our modern customer demands
to be both comfortable and have a quick drying
fabric to accentuate her curves,” a Red Carter
expert advised, and who can blame her?
Lastly, it’s hard to resist those crochet and
knit jacquard suits. Why? Because it goes right
back to our initial point— it blends the beautifully vintage with the clean and effortlessly
modern. As Bleu Rod Beattie experts state,
“What’s old is new again,” and those classic-inspired combinations are flying off the racks
this year.

out of pocket and in the sand and sun. Can you
picture it now? Can you feel the breeze whipping
through each sea-salted strand of hair? Can you
hear the seagulls as their wings flap incessantly
across the horizon? Can you feel fellow beachgoers’ gazes as they follow your every move? Can
you hear their whispers as you stroll peacefully
along the shoreline?

Pack your
Bags
Y O U ’ L L B E H A R D pressed to walk into any
department store or local shop without running
into a wide selection of swimsuits this time of the
year, and they’re only going to continue arriving.
We’re hoping to leave you well-equipped with the
knowledge you need to select your all-time favorites
and build on your much-needed summertime
inventory. But before you begin to pack, let’s touch
on a few popular brands — all of which can be
located right here in the North Dallas Corridor
— and all of which will, most likely, end up in the
suitcases of any resident preparing their next jetsetting adventure in paradise.
Soma at Village on the Parkway, Red Carter at
Neiman Marcus, and Bleu Rod Beattie at Macy’s
all offer a wide range of the latest swimwear
trends, and each brand is sure to provide a suit
seemingly tailor-made for your needs or desires.
Vineyard Vines (The Shops of Willow Bend), J.
Crew (Galleria Dallas or The Shops of Willow
Bend), Victoria’s Secret (Galleria Dallas or The
Shops of Willow Bend), Nordstrom (Galleria
frequency
and
magnetic
pulsesDallas),
to simulate
Dallas),
Club
Monaco (Galleria
and
Francesca’s (Village on the Parkway) similarly
carry high-quality, popular items you won’t
wa n t t o
overlook or leave behind
on your next vacation.
Now all
that’s left for
you to do is book
your flight and
notify friends
and family that
you’ll soon be

It has to be that swimsuit, that statement
style with impeccable detail and color. And
we’re betting it’s safe to assume you have a clear
picture of it now — whether it’s tucked neatly
inside your luggage or worn boldly along the
shoreline.
Ladies and gentlemen, it’s time you made
a splash.

We’re dedicated to making
your exprience with us

SIMPLY GRAND

ANNOUNCING TUESDAY & THURSDAY SPECIALS
Go to grandspa.com to find out about great specials on
services all summer long!

Voted Favorite Spa
2016 Readers’ Choice Awards
Get Summer Ready with the Detoxifying
Seaweed Body Wrap, Hair Extensions and
Waxing Services!

the

972.392.9393
GRANDSPA.com
Village on the Parkway
5100 Beltline Rd. #630, Dallas

Owner
Luane McWhorter

Call for more information and to schedule your appointment.
GIft certificates also available for all services.
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